
 

 

 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
MEETING DETAILS:          

Club: Avondale Jockey Club Date: 4 November 2015                                                                  

Weather: Overcast  
Track: Dead (4)  
Rail: 8 Metres  
Stewards: A Coles (Chairman), J Oatham, P Kinsey  
Typist: M Gemmell 

 
 

 

GENERAL:  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: EMILY MONK, MAHALO, CHACHAR, MR BARAQ, POLYNESIA, VALLEY GIRL, OUR DAISY,  

ALL ROADS 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race  8 S Clotworthy WHISTLE BLOWER 
$50 [Rule 616(2)] Failure to declare item of notifiable gear by required time 

Warnings: Nil    

Bleeders: Race 1 EMILY MONK.   3 month stand down from racing. 

Horse Actions: Race  
Race 
Race 
 
Race 

1 
1 
6 
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AGOSTINI.   Must trial to satisfaction of Stipendiary Stewards prior to racing next. 
EMILY MONK.   Veterinary clearance required prior to racing or trialing next. 
SAFFRON LADY.   Must barrier trial to satisfaction of Stipendiary Stewards prior to 
racing next. 
WINMOTION.   Must trial to satisfaction of Stipendiary Stewards prior to racing 
next.  

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Race  8 EL ESCOLTA.   M Cameron replaced M Coleman (unwell) 

Late Scratchings: Race 
Race 
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AGOSTINI, 1.23pm Stipendiary Stewards 
PLENTEOUS, 2.23pm Vet’s advice 
SAFFRON LADY, 4.23pm Vet’s advice 
FAME SEEKER, 4.24pm Vet’s advice 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 River Queen 1400  

AGOSTINI (L Magorrian) was declared a late scratching at 1.23pm after it was unable to be mounted to proceed to the start 
when behaving in a very unruly manner.   The Stable Representative was advised that AGOSTINI must now trial to the 
satisfaction of a Stipendiary Steward prior to racing next.  
EMILY MONK (V Colgan) raced keenly in the middle stages having to be restrained off heels for a distance near the 600 
metres. 
EMILY MONK shifted outwards to obtain clear running entering the final straight near the 400 metres inconveniencing 



 

 

JAGERSFONTEIN (T Thornton). 
EMILY MONK was observed to have blood present in both nostrils post race.   After undergoing an endoscopic examination 
the mare was confirmed as a bleeder and will be stood down for the mandatory three months with a veterinary clearance 
required prior to racing or trialing next.  

Race 2 AJC Life Members Maiden 

REGINA GIOVANNA (J Whiteside) and ORANGE CRUSH (J Parkes) were both slow away. 
REGINA GIOVANNA raced keenly in the early to middle stages. 
ZABURN (S Spratt) raced three wide without cover. 
MAHALO (C Grylls) shifted outwards to obtain clear running rounding the final turn near the 400 metres making contact 
with ZABURN. 
ORANGE CRUSH was held up for a short distance near the 350 metres. 
FANNY BLANKERS (L Magorrian) was held up early in the final straight and did not obtain clear running until near the 200 
metres.  

Race 3 Auckland 24HR Glass 1200  

DIX SEPT (A Collett) began awkwardly and was slow away. 
WINGATE (C Grylls) shifted outwards when jumping away hampering BEATNIK (D Johnson). 
BOULDER (L Magorrian) raced greenly in the early stages then getting its head up and racing ungenerously going into the 
bend near the 900 metres and making the turn awkwardly shifting outwards hampering BEATNIK. 
SAKI’S ACE (C Lammas) raced wide without cover throughout. 
BUFFALO HUNTER (M McNab) when being restrained near the 1000 metres got its head up making the bend near the 800 
metres awkwardly. 
DIX SEPT (A Collett) made the 800 metre bend awkwardly. 
LONG HARBOUR (J Parkes) hung out around the bend passing the 400 metres running wide. 
LA DORADA (Z Moki) had difficulty obtaining clear running in the final straight until near the 200 metres. 
WINGATE ducked outwards passing the 200 metres inconveniencing CHACHAR (V Colgan). 
CHACHAR was held up prior to shifting outwards across the heels of WINGATE to obtain clear running near the 250 metres. 
PIAF returned to the enclosure showing signs of soreness. A post race veterinary examination revealed lameness in the 
right hind leg. 

Race 4 Graeme Barton 2100  

YOU ARE AMAZING (M Coleman) was slow away. 
EEZEMOOVA (R Norvall) had to be steadied to avoid the heels of ZAVIERA (V Colgan) which was taken in by SPECIAL 
UNIT (Z Nor Azman) near the 1800 metres.    Apprentice Z Nor Azman was advised to exercise care when shifting 
ground.    EEZEMOOVA then had a tendency to over-race for a distance. 
ZAVIERA shifted out passing the 700 metres taking SPECIAL UNIT over extra ground with SPECIAL UNIT then obliged 
to race three wide for the remainder of the race. 
ZAVIERA had to steady off the heels of TABLE ONE (D Johnson) passing the 600 metres. 
SPECIAL UNIT lay out under pressure over the final 200 metres. 

Race 5 Next Meeting Saturday 21 November 2100  

PLENTEOUS (K Myers) was declared a late scratching at 2.23pm on veterinary advice. 
TUI’S BLUE (C Dell) began awkwardly making solid contact with MARGIN CALL (D Johnson) with TUI’S BLUE then 
being further hampered when becoming awkwardly placed on heels. 
THE ARCHDUKE (M McNab) shifted inwards when jumping away crowding AMETRINE (A Collett) on to READY TO 
RUMBLE (S McKay) which lost ground. 
ASYLUM SEEKER (Z Nor Azman) was slow away. 
ABSOLUTE GEM (B Hutton) raced wide without cover. 
M Cameron defended a charge of careless riding in that he permitted his mount POLYNESIA to shift outwards 
crowding REPRISE (T Thornton) which was checked near the 500 metres after hearing all relevant evidence the 
Judicial Control Authority dismissed the charge. 

Race 6 Counties Cup At Avondale 1400  

SAFFRON LADY reared over backwards in the barriers dislodging Rider M Coleman.   SAFFRON LADY was declared a 
late scratching at 4.23pm.   FAME SEEKER (C Lammas) which was in an adjacent barrier stall then became fractious 
and was removed from the barriers being declared a late scratching at 4.24pm on veterinary advice.   Co-trainer Mr C 
Ormsby was advised that SAFFRON LADY must barrier trial to the satisfaction of a Stipendiary Steward prior to racing 
next. 
CRUSHER COLLINS (S Spratt) shifted inwards abruptly on jumping away hampering SAINT LUCIA (S McKay) which lost 
ground. 
Passing the 1300 metres UNICORN ZONE (C Grylls) was crowded having to be steadied losing ground to the inside of 



 

 

CRUSHER COLLINS which shifted in and away from BEAMING (S Collett) which was also shifting inwards.   Riders S 
Collett and S Spratt were advised to exercise greater care. 
Near the 1300 metres SWISS BOUQUET (J Parkes) had to be steadied off the heels of UNICORN ZONE. 
SISTERHOOD (M Cameron) raced wide without cover throughout. 
SUSIE WOLFF (M McNab) shifted outwards near the 250 metres hampering CRUSHER COLLINS.   M McNab was 
advised to exercise greater care. 
PRIMROSE HILL (A Collett) was inclined to lay out under pressure in the final straight. 

Race 7 Videon DVD Library 1400  

BOB VALDEZ (Z Moki), LADDIE OF OAKVIEW (L Magorrian) and WINMOTION (C Grylls) were all slow away. 
WHAT’S UP ALF (M Cameron) commenced to over-race through the middle stages making the 800 metre bend 
awkwardly. 
SILVER ROD (M McNab) made the 800 metre bend awkwardly. 
WINMOTION raced wide without cover until passing the 500 metres and then commenced to hang outwards and was 
not persevered with for the remainder of the race.   Connections were advised that the gelding will be required to 
trial to the satisfaction of a Stipendiary Steward prior to racing next. 
Approaching the 200 metres STOLE MY THUNDER (K Myers) shifted out to obtain clear running inconveniencing ALL 
THE DRAMA (D Johnson). 
Passing the 150 metres OUR DAISY (C Lammas) when shifting out to obtain clear running inconvenienced STOLE MY 
THUNDER. 

Race 8 Goodwin Property Management 1400  

M Coleman advised he was feeling some effects of the incident in the barriers in Race 6 and was stood down from his 
remaining ride on EL ESCOLTA and was replaced by M Cameron. 
The Judicial Committee imposed a fine of $50 against trainer Mr S Clotworthy after he was found to have failed to 
notify an item of notifiable gear (Side Winkers) by the required time for the first starter WHISTLE BLOWER. 
UP ON THE ROOF (J Robinson) was crowded when leaving the barriers then getting its head up when being firmly 
restrained by its rider and losing several lengths. 
THE REBEL KNIGHT (S Spratt) and CALL ME MAINA (L Magorrian) were both slow away. 
ALL ROADS (S Collett) raced ungenerously when being restrained in the early stages and continued to do so until near 
the 800 metres. 
BRILLEAUX (J Parkes) shifted out under pressure taking VOLTS (V Colgan) wider on the track. 
EL ESCOLTA (M Coleman) shifted out near the 300  meters inconveniencing COSTA BRAVO (C Grylls) 
CALL ME MAINA raced wide without cover throughout. 
Near the 900 metres WHISTLE BLOWER (A Collett) had to be firmly restrained off the heels of STRYDA (C Dell). 

 
 
 
 


